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Introductory section
Introduction, overview & consultation
What is the housing strategy?
The housing strategy is a 5-year plan for investment and service development across all types of
housing in Harrow. It includes plans for:
•
•
•
•
•

Private rented housing
Owner occupied housing
Council and housing association rented homes
Intermediate housing – that is low cost home ownership or rented housing
Supported housing for people with particular needs

The housing strategy must balance the needs and wishes of the residents of Harrow (owner-occupiers,
tenants and housing applicants) so that we make best use of the resources we have. While the Council
leads in developing the housing strategy, it can only do so in consultation with, and with the support of,
other key stakeholders such as customers, members of the Harrow Partnership, government agencies
and other local authorities and their representatives. We realise that by working together we can be
much more effective than by operating on our own.

The housing strategy is important because it:
•
•
•
•

Sets out a 5 year plan for all types of housing in Harrow
Supports the Council’s key priorities and influences other plans
Determines the amount of money available to spend on local housing schemes
Is developed in consultation with all groups, individuals and organisations with an interest in
Harrow’s housing.

Borough profile
(from Housing Needs Survey, stock condition surveys - all tenures, vitality report, CPA report)
Harrow is one of London’s most economically, culturally and ethnically attractive suburbs. It is an area
that combines the fast pace of a lively business and commercial centre with the peace and quiet of the
countryside.
The borough is located in the northwest of London and is 12 miles from central London. The 2001
census has shown that Harrow has an increasing population that has put pressure on the environment
and need for housing. The population stood at 206,814 of which over 41% belonged to a minority ethnic
group.
Harrow is the 12th largest borough in London with 214,000 residents and 82,250 households.
(compare with population increase with rest of London. Add inward and outward migration from housing
needs survey info)
Covering 50 square kilometres (20 Square miles), Harrow is the 12th largest borough in London in terms
of area but 21st in terms of size of population (Source: Government 2005 mid-year population estimates)
Harrow is one of eight local authorities nationally with more residents of ethnic minorities than white
British people. Government mid 2004 population estimates show that 52% of Harrows population is of
ethnic minority the 8th highest proportion in England. (this contradicts % information above)
Harrow has a high proportion of green space and just over a fifth of the green is designated Green Belt.
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Population density- 12th largest borough in London- below London average but above outer London
average (repetition). The least densely populated wards are in the north of the borough- Canons,
Stanmore Park and Harrow Weald. The most densely populated wards are Kenton East, Wealdstone,
Roxbourne and Edgware.
Nearly 6% of Harrows households are lone parent households with dependent children; the level of loneparent households is significantly below both the London and national levels.
Harrow has the lowest proportion of single-person households in London.
Deprivation 31st out of the 33 London Boroughs, 17th out of 19 outer London Boroughs
Multiple deprivation in Harrow is well below the national average and one of the lowest ranked in London
and outer London.
Harrow combines areas of affluence with areas of acute deprivation. Wards in the north show high
average incomes. In the south of Harrow, the Rayners Lane estate is in the most deprived 10%
nationally.
Income - Harrow is worse than the national average for income deprivation but better than the London
average.
Harrow’s stock covers a wide range of dwellings including xxx (add from stock condition survey. Add
figure for overcrowding).
Add Break down of tenure for properties
Harrow has XXX areas – add distinctive features
Add deprivation score - income bands

Consultation
What consultation took place to inform this strategy- insert here
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Strategic context
The corporate context
A Sustainable Community Plan for Harrow 2006-2020 is the corporate vision for Harrow. In this vision it
states that Harrow will be a place that offers the best of capital and country and is loved by its residents.
Harrow will be a desirable place to live, learn work and play. It would like to be recognised as one of the
best London councils by 2012. We will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Celebrate what we have in common and capitalise on our diversity
Have the lowest crime and fear of crime on London
Be a place where people are healthy and stay healthy
Work in collaboratively with partners and residents
Be a leader in reducing carbon emissions
Promote a mix of housing in distinctive neighbourhoods
Be a place where children and young people are healthy and safe, fulfil their potential and help other
people
Have the premier town centre in north west London
Be easy to get around
Protect our green space
Run efficient, accessible and high performing services
Promote older people’s independence

Our immediate priorities to support this vision are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Being more business like
Motivating our people
Improve financial management
Strengthening cohesion
Promoting wellbeing
Promoting entrepreneurialism
Sustaining our environment
Satisfying our customers

Our Housing Strategy is an important vehicle for delivery and over the last year we have worked with
elected members, corporate colleagues, residents and partners to develop a programme of activity to
support the administration’s priorities.
Corporate priorities

Housing priorities (to be inserted from each
chapter once priorities have been agreed)

Being more business like
Motivating our people
Improve financial management
Strengthening cohesion
Promoting wellbeing
Promoting entrepreneurialism
Sustaining our environment
Satisfying our customers
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This strategy also underpins and supports a number of departmental and borough-wide strategies, as
illustrated in the following table:

Strategic context
Corporate Priorities

Housing need

National, regional and sub
regional priorities

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Stakeholders and
partners
Local strategic
Partnership
Resident’s forum
TLCF
PCT
Police
RSLs

Being more business like
Motivating our people
Improve financial
management
Strengthening cohesion
Promoting wellbeing
Promoting
entrepreneurialism
Sustaining our environment
Satisfying our customers

Housing Strategy
Key Strategies and plans
•

Meeting the needs &
aspirations of
vulnerable people

•

Continue to tackle
homelessness and
high demand, whilst
reducing temporary
accommodation

•

Improving
neighbourhoods and
quality of life

•
•
•
•

Corporate Plan
Community Plan
Safer Communities
Equalities policy

Housing sub Strategies

•

Increasing housing
supply

•

•

Make better use of
resources to deliver
quality services

•
•
•
•
•

Homelessness
Strategy
HRA Business Plan
Supporting People
Empty Homes
Strategy
Intermediate Housing
Strategy
Older persons
housing review

To achieve this vision the Council takes an integrated approach to its role as a strategic authority.
Officers from relevant council departments are represented on various strategy groups and are
responsible for ensuring that:
•
•

There is a two way flow of information with corporate strategies being informed by service specific
issues and vice versa
The work required from each council service area is progressed to ensure that individual strategy
objectives are achieved

(add, including senior involvement in:
strategic partnership boards
Strategy Groups
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Sustainable Communities Board
Supporting People Board
Add relevance of senior support)
Add section on Local Strategic Partnership and neighbourhood renewal
Add reference to regeneration strategy and priorities, cross reference to last housing strategy
Add reference to HRA Business Plan and Corporate Capital Strategy (and asset management plan)?

National, regional &sub-regional priorities
The Council is involved at national, sub-regional and pan-London level. This through its
activities with the Housing Corporation, London Councils (etc), and inter-action with central
government via Communities and Local Government and Government Office for London. This
is in addition to the Council’s representation and joint working with other boroughs (add some
specific references e.g. Insert- cross-borough- Locata, joint gypsy and traveller research etc
West London strategic alliance)
(From chapters add to this)
National, regional and sub-regional
priorities

Councils contribution

Delivery of affordable housing

•

Use of planning policies and powers

Allocations policy and choice based lettings
Homelessness and homelessness prevention
Supporting People
Addressing the housing needs of the BME
population

•

LOCATA

•

BME Housing Strategy put into place in
2002
Quarterly BME housing reference group
meetings

•
Delivering the Housing Service
Anti-social behaviour
Maximising the use of public sector stock
Meeting the Decent Homes standard
Working with the public sector
Regeneration
Add more

Add more
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Partnership working
Look at strategic objectives of partner agencies
Add words re delivering strategy with support of organisations and local people
Add info re numbers and type of organisations consulted for the strategy
Add details of major partnerships
Add some examples of effectiveness of partnership working and impact on communities
(e.g. with RSLs – opportunity to mention 10 RSLs partners)
Cross reference to working with residents and tenants (HRA BP)
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Stock condition analysis
Add following for this section:
Private sector stock condition survey - SG
Housing Association stock – Housing Investment Programme (HIP) returns
Council Stock information – Ron Clift
Strategic response to dealing with shortfall of housing identified in the Housing Needs survey
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Housing Needs Analysis
Housing Needs Assessment
In 2006, the Council commissioned external research consultants to carry out a housing needs survey.
The findings of this assessment, published in 2007, together with housing plans, inform the Council’s
Housing Strategy and determine the Council’s priorities for meeting its strategic housing objectives.
The housing needs assessment considers:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The demographic context of Harrow’s housing need
Indicators relating to housing supply
A range of indicators of housing need including overcrowding, disrepair, unfitness and homelessness
The needs of BME residents, older people, key workers
An assessment of housing needs of people who have a disability or who are vulnerable for other
reasons
The extent to which housing need can be met ‘in situ’
The extent to which housing need can be met through affordable housing in the private sector

All of this information in relation to both the supply and need for affordable housing is finally considered
within the ‘balance sheet’ model recommended by the Communities and Local Government (CLG)
(previous ODPM) in its 2001 guidance on housing needs assessments. An assessment of the overall
surplus or shortfall of affordable housing in Harrow is made.
Population Projections (need GLA figures)
Using Greater London Authority (GLA) population projections and information from the assessment of
housing needs report:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The number of households in Harrow is expected to increase from xxxxx households in XXX to xxxxx
households in XXX
The proportion of married couples and shared adult households is expected to xxxxxx and the
proportion of lone parent, single person and co-habiting couples is expected to xxxx
The most frequently occurring household type is married couple households at 42% in XXX but is
expected to become xxxxx at xx% by XXX
The average household size is XXX persons and it is projected to decrease?? As the number of
single person households increases
Housing mobility of XX% is a feature of Harrow and in terms of moves within the borough compared
to moves into Harrow the ratio is XX
Households who move into Harrow in the last xxx had a median income of £xxx and equity of £XX
when compared to households that were planning to leave arrow in the next XXX years who had a
median income of £xxx and equity of £XXX

Affordable housing
To add

Minimum purchasing power of households
The Harrow housing needs survey estimates median average annual gross income including housing
benefit as £xxxx. Lower quartile annual gross income is £xxxx. Median earnings of Harrow residents are
XX% of the London average. Earnings for jobs in Harrow are XX% of the London average.
Land registry records show the lower quartile price of housing in Harrow is £XXX. The maximum
mortgage that can be raised by those on average earning is £xxxx well short of the lower quartile price.
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When lower quartile earnings are compared to the lower quartile of housing we have a ration of
approximately XXX

Local housing market and supply
Housing supply
The analysis of the local housing market has included information from all housing supply sources:
Add

Housing demand
Add

Supply and demand
Special needs housing (change wording)
Accessible housing
Housing support
Delivering the service

Monitoring performance
External assessment
The Council is subject to both external and internal scrutiny. The government has introduced a system
of Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA). Harrow’s CPA assessment, conducted by a team
of external inspectors from a variety o f local authority backgrounds, score was xxxx with housing
services scoring XXX in December 2006. The council experienced a IdeA peer review in XXXXXX. Full
copies of the XXXXX corporate assessment report is available at www.XXXXXXXXX
The schedule of recent and forthcoming housing Best Value inspections are as follows (add):
Full copies of the inspection reports are available at www.auditcommission.gov.uk
Harrow believes in delivering quality services –Charter marks?

Monitoring Performance
The Council has in place a comprehensive system of performance monitoring and monitors both year on
year and with other local authorities thorough Housemark bench marking club. Information is produced
on a regular basis to the Cabinet Member for Housing and the Housing Scrutiny Committee (confirm this
statement).
Details of performance can be found in the relevant sections of this document. The following
summarises the Council’s overall performance:
• Stock condition
• New housing provision
• Affordable housing and effective allocation of social housing
• Housing support
• Accessible housing
• Community safety
• Homeownership
• Best use of stock
• Repairs and rent collection

(add)
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Resources available
To be added
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Our strategy
Evaluation of options for delivery of the strategy
In considering options for the delivery of housing and housing related services the Council has taken into
account:
• The exercise of its responsibilities within existing statutory frameworks such as planning regulations,
financial requirement etc
• Procurement strategy
• Asset management strategy (confirm)
• Asset management plan (confirm)
• Value for money issues
• Locally and centrally determined service requirements
• Capacity, availability and track record of service providers to meet identified needs
There were a number of options available to Harrow to assist in raising funds necessary to meet
government priorities, particularly the Decent Homes Standard. The Council conducted an options
appraisal in 2005
Insert re Option Appraisal, information from HRA BP re Decent Homes costs?
How much will it cost to get all stock up to Decent Homes standard
What have we transferred?
What is the programme for delivery?
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Fulfilling the housing objectives
Chapters on
•

Meeting the needs & aspirations of vulnerable people

•

Continue to tackle homelessness and high demand, whilst reducing temporary accommodation

•

Improving neighbourhoods and quality of life

•

Increasing housing supply

•

Make better use of resources to deliver quality services (to follow)
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Meeting the needs and aspirations of vulnerable people, especially older people.

Aim
Our aim in Harrow is to meet the needs and aspirations of vulnerable people especially older
people by enabling and maintaining independence and wellbeing by offering a choice of Housing
Options. This will be achieved by delivering the key objectives listed below.

Key Objectives
1. Enabling Independence for all
vulnerable people across all tenures
including those with Long Term
conditions and those at risk of social
exclusion, by delivering the Supporting
People Strategy and the joint
commissioning strategies.
2. Promoting Independence for Older
People by reconfiguring services in line
with the Older People’s Housing review
2005 and the Supporting People 5 year
strategy and Annual Plan 2007/08.

What do we mean by vulnerable people ?
When referring to vulnerable people we are
generally talking about people who have needs in
the following categories :
1. Older people.
2. People with Long term conditions eg
Learning Disabilities
3. People who are socially excluded e.g.
Offenders , Homlessness
Further details about the breakdown of these
groups is detailed in the Supporting People
strategy. (weblink to the strategy )

How we currently meet the housing needs and aspirations of vulnerable people
especially older people
Harrow has a range of services that meet the housing needs of vulnerable and older people; these
include:
•
•

A range of Floating support provision
Supported Housing options including sheltered accommodation, learning disability community
support networks and refuge provision.
• Social Care contracts to deliver specialist housing.
• Staying Put Services - enabling older people to remain living independently in the private
housing sector
• Locata + brief explanation of how it helps vulnerable people
• Homelessness Forum ditto
• Telecare ditto
• Self directed Care – individual budgets
Full details about the services are available through the Housing website (weblink)

5 year - Action Plan.
In order to meet the two key objectives we will need to deliver against the following Actions:

Achievements
Harrow’s housing strategy addressed the aspirations of vulnerable people by setting targets
relating to supported housing objectives.
There were three targets that have been met:
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•
•

Implementing the ODPM Supporting People framework for Harrow by 2003.
Increased the number of supported places in Harrow by 110 units (2002-04) through a
supported Housing strategy (JF to check)
• Developed a Learning Disability Housing strategy to meet Valuing People guidelines
There have been further key achievements in relation to meeting the needs and aspirations of
vulnerable and older people since the 2002-07 Housing strategy

The Supporting People programme has been fully implemented resulting in:
•
•
•
•

The development of a diverse range of Housing support services both accommodation
based and floating support, see Appendix 1 for full details.
The decommissioning of a number of services that were not of a suitable standard for
vulnerable people in Harrow.
The commissioning of new ‘floating support’ services for older owner occupiers, offenders
and single homeless people as well as an expanded services for people with drug and
alcohol issues.
Procured the single homeless service as part of a cross authority initiative to ensure quality
and value for money (VFM).

The Older Persons Housing review has been undertaken and recommendations have begun to be
implemented. Achievements include :
• Commissioning a floating support service to support older owner occupiers to live in their
own homes with a focus on BME groups
• Developing a matrix of sheltered housing criteria through a housing service user group to
inform planned remodelling of services.
• Developing a bid for extra care funding with an RSL partner, initially to the Department of
Health, and which will now be submitted to the Housing Corporation bidding round for
2008-10;
• Undertaking a joint Housing, Supporting People and Social Care review of Council
sheltered accommodation that will make recommendations relating to how service can be
re-shaped to better meet current and future need
• Harrow is part of a London Councils pilot to deliver a streamlined – Housing Health and
Social Care financial / benefit (?) assessment.
(add re the HART team’s achievements)
Undertook a pilot to find new and innovative ways of finding hard to reach clients for the
Handyperson Service.
Further Achievements are listed in the Supporting People Annual Plans 2006-08.(weblinks)

Needs assessment
There is a wide variety of needs information that has informed the setting of priorities in this
strategy.
Evidence of the housing needs of vulnerable people is demonstrated in the Supporting People
strategy, the older people’s housing review, and the Housing Needs Survey, which has recently
reported. There will be further needs mapping undertaken in the lifetime of this strategy which will
further inform it: namely the Social Care statutory needs assessment and the London Council’s ?
supported housing assessment that will inform the London housing strategy 2007.
The quantitative needs assessment has been combined with qualitative measures such as
Housing Options Plans completed by service users with learning disabilities / and with
consultations with service users through e.g. the Partnership for Older People (POP) housing subgroup, the Older People’s Reference Group and the stakeholder groups implementing the older
people’s housing review action plan.
(NB consider how stakeholder groups are to be described and referenced e.g. more detail could
go in an appendix).

The key needs assessment background to this priority is as follows :
(weave some stats into this box)
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•
•
•
•

•

The need for more floating support provision across client groups (S.P. strategy)
The need for more Independent living options for service users with Learning Disabilities
(LD Housing Strategy, Housing Options Plans – HOPS, SP Annual Plan 2007?)
The need for more floating support provision alongside HIA and equity release options - on
the basis that there are a large number of older people living in the owner occupied and
private sector. (Older Persons Housing Review 2005)
The need for extra care housing provision and more diverse sheltered housing
accommodation(Older Persons Housing Review 2005)
The need for move on accommodation

Resources
The key source of funding housing related support services to ensure that vulnerable people can
attain and maintain independence is via the Supporting People programme funding of £3.5m. This
funding is currently ring fenced but will need to be aligned with the Local Area Agreement by 2009.
There are other key funding streams including the Housing Corporation’s Affordable Housing
Development funding. The bidding round will be open in 2007 for Housing Corporation capital
funding that will be available for investment in supported housing between 2008 –10. We will
ensure that locally we are putting forward bids to ensure that the appropriate levels of capital are
attracted into Harrow for future accommodation based provision particularly in relation to Older
People’s Housing.

CLG Homelessness Grant
(West London project info ? )
As part of the West London Private Sector Strategy Group, Harrow is participating in a Financial
Capability Project to offer practical guidance to vulnerable people living in non-decent homes to
enable them to raise the capital to carry out essential repairs and improvements. This is a one year
pilot, funded by GOL/GLA, and will also evaluate the outcomes to determine the potential
blockages and barriers for the client group in accessing appropriate finance packages.
Substantial capital assets – supported housing schemes
Allied revenue budgets e.g. social care
( this needs to tie in with the Strategy resources chapter / appendices and (where appropriate)
equivalent sections of the HRA business plan).
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Policy Context
The policy context for this objective is fundamentally outlined in the National Supporting People
Strategy and its key themes of promoting independence and inclusion for vulnerable people ( the
strategy is due to be refreshed and issued later in 2007) . There are also links to Local
Government White Paper 2006 whose key Themes include Vulnerable People; Health & well
being, and the Health White paper Our Health, Our Care, Our Say.
(Include more re social care drivers – 7 white paper outcomes / H&SC strategic needs
assessment)
Locally the key documents that support the local delivery of housing support are the 5 year SP
Strategy and the SP annual plan.
Furthermore the Joint Commissioning strategies are critical to commissioning appropriate services
for vulnerable people. ( see weblinks to these docs)
Harrow Council’s 2012 vision is supported by the objectives of this chapter. The vision states that
Harrow will be a place where people ‘ are healthy and stay healthy’ and where we ‘celebrate what
we have in common and capitalise on our diversity,’ as well as promoting a ‘mix of housing in
distinctive neighbourhoods’ and ‘promote older people’s independence.
The work supporting vulnerable people also supports a number of the Council’s corporate
priorities: it improves VFM; strengthens cohesion; promotes wellbeing and satisfies our customers.

Partnership working
Coherent partnership working between Housing, Social Care, Health, Probation, other statutory
agencies and the third sector are crucial to the delivery of this priority.
There are already strong partnership links established through the SP provider forum and Core
Strategy group as well as the older people’s stakeholder groups, the LD partnership board and xxx
(other partnership commissioning bodies). These can be built upon and expanded. The intention to
create a new directorate combining Adult Social Care and Housing Services will ensure that these
synergies are developed further and used to their best advantage.

(quotes below should show how service user involvement has shaped services and/ or strategy)

Quotes from Service users :
Older Person quote – from scheme
reviews & stakeholder groups

Quotes from Service Users :
Quote from teenage parents
scheme / article re YMCA

Quotes from Service Users:
Someone with a LT condition
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Appendix 1.
(Add a resume of the OP review as an appx too?)

Supporting People Funded Services
Current Service Provision
Supporting People funds over 59 services through 40 contracts from some 26 providers for three main
groups of adults: Older People , People requiring Homeless and Prevention services and adults with
longer term needs.
The Supporting People provision offers housing related support to over 1650 vulnerable people to
enable them to retain their independence at any one time.
1. The Supporting People funding supports 1113 Older People in RSL and LA sheltered accommodation.
The type of provision for Older People’s Housing support for the future is under review.
84 people are supported through the Home improvement agency.
In response to the Older Persons Housing review SP have commissioned a Floating support service for
34 older owner occupiers which will be in place in November 06.
SP supported a bid to the DoH for funding for development of an extra care scheme in Harrow with a
revenue commitment to fund 30 units of sheltered accommodation and 20 units of outreach floating
support for people in the community. The bid was not successful and officers are considering, with
partners, the next steps in relation to alternative funding options.
2. 43 people with Learning Disabilities are supported through a range of providers additional support is
being planned for this group.
3. 110 people with Mental Health needs are supported.
4. 86 Homeless families and single people are supported, 46 hours per week of additional floating
support provision for single homeless will be provided by Lookahead via the VIP cross authority
provision concentrating on those who are at risk of losing tenancies and therefore repeat homelessness.
5. 12 people who have been subject to Domestic Violence are provided with housing related support by
Women’s Aid.
6. There are 10 people supported by a service offering Housing related support to BME service users
with physical disabilities.
7. 40 people will be supported through a generic support service on the Rayners Lane estate.
8. A floating support service for drug and alcohol users has recently been expanded to offer support to
35 service users across tenure.
9. We provide support to 12 people with HIV/ AIDS to help them maintain independence.
10. Harrow can currently support 6 Offenders in accommodation based provision. We have recently
commissioned an additional 15 units of floating support provision for Offenders to meet the boroughs
requirements as well as those of the London Resettlement strategy.
11. Three Teenage Parents can be supported in Harrow’s supported housing provision at any one time.
12. A total of 56 young people can be supported in Harrow through a range of providers. This includes 9
care leavers.
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The Homelessness Problem in Harrow
There is a significant homelessness and housing need problem in Harrow. With a buoyant private
property market and high levels of homeless approaches (average 2,200 per annum) the Council faces a
continuing problem in meeting the demand for affordable housing from many priority groups - families,
single people, and vulnerable adults. Although this picture of housing need is common to other London
boroughs, Harrow's problems are particularly acute because it has one of the lowest totals of social
housing in London (third only to Kingston and Redbridge) and there is a mismatch between the size and
type of housing becoming available for re-letting and demand.
Housing Services' statistics show high levels of housing need from:
Statutory homeless - those households accepted as being in priority need under homelessness
legislation.
Other households applying to the Council's Housing Register as being in housing need.
Black and minority ethnic households who are more likely to be in housing need than other households.

Resources Available
The key source of funding Housing Needs related services is the General Fund Housing Need budget of
£2.7m.
There are other key funding streams that are listed below,
•
•
•

Communities and Local Government Homelessness Prevention Grant - £190K
Homelessness Innovation Grant - £200k (sub regionally)
Communities and Local Government Supported Lodgings Grant – £40K

As well as financial resources there are other resources that are available to help facilitate Housing
Needs work, including sub regional working.
•
•
•
•
•
•

West London Homelessness Sub Group
West London Temporary Accommodation and Direct Lettings Sub Group
West London Allocations and Lettings Group
Harrow Homelessness Forum
London Councils Homelessness Working Group
Greater London Authority Homelessness Managers Sub Group

Despite the gulf between the supply and demand of affordable housing, Harrow has achieved national
recognition through the award of Beacon Council and more recently Regional Champion Status for its
innovative work in tackling homelessness.
We have:
•

•
•
•
•

Pioneered the Harrow Options Model for people applying as homeless and disseminated results to
other agencies and authorities. Our approach has been recognised by CLG and other organisations
as a model of good practice.
Reduced homeless acceptances from 700 (2000/01) to 159 (2006/07)
Pioneered the Sanctuary Project which prevents homelessness by allowing women experiencing
domestic violence to remain in their home
Piloted a mediation scheme to prevent homelessness as a result of exclusion by family and friends,
resulting in a reduction of acceptances from parents and friends/relatives
Established a weekly, multi-agency, single homeless advice surgery in Harrow accessed by on
average up to 20 people per week. Supported a number of initiatives to meet the needs of refugees
and asylum seekers including promoting improved information exchange with health visitors on
placements
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•

•

Successfully bid to the CLG Homelessness Directorate for additional funds to implement a census of
our stock of temporary accommodation, to detect abandoned properties and fraudulent sub letting,
as well as indentifying households who wish to end the homelessness duty through a qualifying offer.
Successfully bid to the CLG Homelessness Innovation Fund to lead on a sub regional direct lettings
pilot.

Links to Corporate Vision and Priorities
Vision

Objective

Have the lowest crime and fear of crime in
London

•

•
•
Work collaboratively with partners and
residents

•
•
•

Priorities

Represent the council at the following panels to
address housing issues when required;
1. Multi Agency Public Protection Panel (MAPP)
2. Prolific Priority Offenders (PPO)
3. MARAC (DV Multi Agency Panel)
Lead on the Accommodation pathway within the
London Resettlement Pilot
Develop the Sanctuary Scheme assist all victims of
Domestic Violence
Lead on the West London Homelessness Innovation
Fund (HIF) bid, to develop a sub regional private
sector direct lettings scheme
Work with the West London YMCA to develop a
supported lodgings scheme for homeless 16/17 year
olds, as well as move on options from their foyer.
Continue to develop the Locata Scheme across West
London to maximize cross borough mobility and keep
the priority banding scheme fit for purpose,
particularly in light of the impending legislation
redefining overcrowding.

Objective

Being more business like:
- Improving service planning

-

Continuous service
improvement

-

Improving value for money

-

Review and update our 2003-2008
Homelessness Strategy

-

Continue to test our customer service through
the West London mystery shopping initiative
and through a census of temporary
accommodation residents
Continue to procure appropriate services at a
sub regional level to achieve economies of
scale

-

Strengthening Cohesion :
- Involving and engaging
residents

-

-

Building understanding between
communities

Undertake a customer satisfaction survey of
residents of temporary accommodation.
Engage with local BME communities to
develop an understanding of Housing Needs
issues.
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Links to Other Local, National, Regional and Sub Regional Priorities
Local
Homelessness Strategy
National
Sustainable Communities: Settled Homes, Changing Lives
2010 Reduction in Temporary Accommodation
Regional
Mayors Strategy
London Resettlement Strategy
Sub Regional
West London Homelessness Strategy
Homelessness Innovation Fund
Sub Objective/Priority for Core Objective
Core Objective

Sub Objective

Continue to tackle homelessness and high
demand, whilst reducing temporary
accommodation

Develop the Sanctuary Scheme to assist all victims of
Domestic Violence
Develop a sub regional private sector direct lettings
scheme to increase the supply of private sector
accommodation for the Finders Fee initiative

Develop a supported lodgings scheme for homeless
16/17 year olds.
Conduct a census of households in Temporary
Accommodation to uncover fraudulent sub letting and
abandoned properties, as well as identify households
who wish to accept a qualifying offer and conduct a
satisfaction survey.
Engage with local BME communities to develop an
understanding of Housing Needs issues

Progress to Date and Key Achievements Against Sub Objective/Priority for Core
Objective
Sub Objective/Priority
Develop the Sanctuary Scheme assist all
victims of Domestic Violence

Progress/Achievements
-

-

Sanctuary Scheme for households threatened
with homelessness well established in
Harrow, resulting in a 50% reduction in
homelessness due to DV since inception of
the scheme.
Housing representation made to the Domestic
Violence Forum for funding sources to enable
the scheme to be widened to all victims of
Domestic Violence.
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Develop a sub regional private sector
direct lettings scheme to increase the
supply of private sector accommodation for
the Finders Fee initiative

-

Develop a supported lodgings scheme for
homeless 16/17 year olds.

-

Conduct a census of households in
Temporary Accommodation to uncover
fraudulent sub letting and abandoned
properties, as well as identify households
who wish to accept a qualifying offer and
conduct a satisfaction survey.

-

Engage with local BME communities to
develop an understanding of Housing
Needs issues

-

-

-

£200K HIF secured
Project Manager in post
Sub Regional web site in development
Sub Regional Marketing Strategy in
development
Sub Regional free phone number purchased.
Sub Regional Procurement Officers employed
Communities and Local Government grant
secured
West London YMCA developing proposal for
a supported lodgings scheme
Additional £50K Communities and Local
Government Homelessness Prevention Grant
secured.
Qualifying Offer procedure agreed with
partner RSL’s
Additional staff appointed
BME Housing Strategy produced.
Housing induction programme established for
BME community groups.
Sub Regional BME homelessness conference
planned.
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Improving Neighbourhoods and Quality of Life
Setting the scene
The links between poor quality housing and health and quality of life is well evidenced in national
statistics and relevant housing strategies at local regional and national levels. The majority (89%) of the
housing stock in Harrow lies within the private sector. Therefore, the quality of much of the housing
stock in Harrow depends on owner-occupiers and landlords maintaining and periodically refurbishing
their properties. However, there are also pockets of deprivation characterised by higher than average
levels of social housing in small areas. Harrow’s approach to tackling the inequalities linked to poor
housing is therefore as follows:
•

A strong and effective Private Sector Housing strategy which targets investment at those groups of
people most in need such as the elderly and vulnerable who do not have the necessary resources to
keep their homes in good repair or make necessary adaptations. We also have a strong enabling
role that encourages other owners and landlords to make the most of their asset and keep it in good
condition.

•

Neighbourhood renewal of the most deprived areas and evidenced by the regeneration of the
Rayners Lane estate and options appraisals being undertaken for Mill Farm and Grange Farm.

The vision for Private Sector Housing Renewal is to deliver services that make a positive difference to
individuals and communities, and to develop an inclusive and sustainable environment to live and work
in.
This vision is consistent with the Council’s corporate priorities of Making Harrow safe, sound and
supportive and Protecting our precious environment.
(This could also match to the proposed corporate priorities currently under discussion of Promoting
Wellbeing and Sustaining Our Environment)
The Private Sector Housing Strategy is influenced by and incorporates aspects of the many national,
regional and local strategies. They identify key issues and priority areas for action, which the Council
has considered:

National
The Government’s housing policy statement “The Way Forward for Housing” includes the themes of
quality and choice noting the links to the wider issues of tackling social exclusion and the need to
achieve lasting regeneration. For the private sector the key priorities are to:
Support sustainable home ownership and promote affordable housing;
Improve standards and stock condition in the private rented sector and houses in multiple occupation;
and
Ensure equal access to all services.

Regional
At the regional level, the key issues for London’s private sector identified in the London Housing
Statement 2002 – “Working towards Solutions” and GOL’s – “Regional Housing Priorities for London”
are:
•
•
•

Housing demand especially affordable housing outstripping supply, leading to increasing use of
temporary accommodation;
Lack of affordable housing making it difficult for low or medium income households to secure suitable
and affordable accommodation;
The need to improve the condition of the housing stock to decent homes standards; and
Issues related to the Supporting People agenda.
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These have translated into 4 priority areas for action:
o
o
o
o

to increase affordable housing;
to decrease homelessness and develop suitable forms of temporary accommodation and support for
vulnerable people;
to ensure housing renewal contributes effectively to the wider regeneration strategies; and
to develop an effective private sector strategy.

o It is noted that the Mayor for London is consulting (Towards the Mayor’s Housing Strategy) during
2007 on a refresh of the London Housing Strategy.
Sub-regional
The West London Housing Strategy identifies 4 key aims up to 2012:





To increase the supply of housing to meet the predicated population growth;
To increase to provision of affordable homes to ensure those not able to access the private market to
continue to live in West London;
To improve the quality of housing to Decent Homes Standards across all tenures; and

To create sustainable communities to ensure the diverse population is effectively served and
promote the wellbeing of communities.

Other relevant strategies that have been taken into account include Quality and Choice for Older
People’s Housing, the Social Care and Health Agenda, Fuel Poverty Strategy, Supporting people
Strategy, ODPM Guidance on the Reform Order, LDF, and other relevant legislation.
LACORS [Local Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory Services] is now an important player in the
‘direction of travel’ with regards to Private Sector Housing Renewal and Policy. Their website
(www.lacors.gov.uk) is a good source of reference.

Work Programmes and Achievements for Harrow’s Private Sector Housing Teams
The work programmes in relation to private sector housing are undertaken by several teams: Private
Sector Housing Enforcement team, Harrow Adaptations and Repair Team (HART), Empty Homes, and
the Supporting People Team.

Private Sector Housing Enforcement Team
In 2006/07 the Private Sector Housing Enforcement Team has implemented the 2 enforcement regimes
contained in the Housing Act 2004. These are the application of the Housing Health and Safety Rating
System to tackle 29 health and safety hazards that contribute to poor housing conditions. Typical
Hazards found in Harrow housing include Damp and Mould Growth, Excess Cold, Falls on Stairs etc;
and Falls between Levels. For a full explanation of these and other Hazards, see the Housing Health
and Safety Rating System Operating Guidance (available on www.communities.gov.uk/hhsrs).
Where a Category 1 Hazard (which is the risk of harm to the health and safety of an actual or potential
occupier) is present then the Council must take action to secure improvement of the property to reduce
or eliminate the Hazard. It can do this by serving Improvement Notices, making Prohibition Orders or
serving Hazard Awareness Notices. Where the hazard falls into in Category 2, the Council has the
discretion to take action in respect of it.
The Private Sector Housing Enforcement Team also enforces a wide range of other legislation to remedy
defects and situations in properties which are statutory nuisances or require intervention on the part of
the Council.
(Statistics on the improvement of properties achieved during 2006/07 are detailed in the table below).
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The other major strand of work for the Private Sector Housing Enforcement Team has been the
implementation of the regime for Licensing of Houses in Multiple Occupation. A key feature of the work
programme was the introduction of an additional licensing scheme which enabled those properties that
had been registered under the Council’s Houses in Multiple Occupation Registration Scheme 2000,
which would have fallen outside the scope of the mandatory licensing scheme, to be included in the
licensing regime, thus ensuring continuing protection of the health and safety of the occupants, by
maintenance of high standards of amenity and fire safety.
In implementing the licensing regime, the Council has shared its knowledge with the other West London
boroughs to establish consistency of approach across those boroughs, in recognition that many
landlords have portfolios of property across several boroughs. (Statistics on the numbers of properties
licensed is detailed in the table below).

Harrow Adapt and Repair Team (HART)
Housing Renewal Grants are a key intervention tool in delivering the Council’s Private Sector Renewal
Strategy. The type and amount of assistance is determined locally, and is targeted at those members of
the community living in the worst housing conditions, and who are least able to afford the cost of the
necessary repairs, improvements or adaptations. Further assistance is provided through Disabled
Facilities Grants, which are mandatory grants to enable necessary adaptations to be carried out for
disabled people.
The Renewal Grant programme is delivered by the Harrow Adapt and Repair Team, which has
developed integrated approaches, and works with other agencies in order to meet the strategic priorities
determined by the Council. The programme provides a range of options in terms of grants and
repayable grants, to ensure that properties do not fall into disrepair. The team includes the Harrow
Staying Put service (a Home Improvement Agency) which offers the support and assistance necessary
for the most vulnerable members of the community to achieve the housing solution that is right for them.
The agency also includes a Handyperson Service that provides low-level but invaluable support to the
same target group.
Intervention in the private sector is also aided by partnerships and initiatives to assist owner-occupiers to
release capital locked up in the equity of their property. The Council works with the Home Improvement
Trust as a partner in Houseproud, a national scheme to support homeowners raise funds for
improvements or repairs, and is participating in the West London Financial Advocacy Service, an
initiative to provide assistance to vulnerable people living in non-decent homes.

Energy Team
The Energy Team’s objectives are to reduce C02 emissions within private sector housing by promoting
energy efficiency and renewable energy, and to tackle fuel poverty within the borough. Inadequate
thermal comfort levels in a property make it non-decent, can lead to health problems for the household
and can effect disposable income increasing the risk of fuel poverty. 40% of C02 emissions are
produced from domestic housing. Therefore, by improving the energy efficiency of a property we can
help tackle climate change, which is part of the Mayor’s Climate Change strategy.
The West London Partnership together with funding support from the GLA has just finished the first
phase of the Warm Zones project. The aim of the project is to bring private sector housing up to the
required thermal comfort levels of the Decent Homes Standard and increase the average SAP rating for
vulnerable households in receipt of benefits. Based on the 2006 Private Sector Housing Stock Condition
Survey and the Vitality Profiles, the Roxeth ward was highlighted as having the worse thermal comfort
levels and the highest levels of fuel poverty. 4000 assessments have been carried out revealing 80
properties as needing boiler replacements or full central heating systems. In addition to this, Harrow
Council has added £25,000 to install solar thermal heating to 9 suitable properties, which should supply
60 – 70% of the households hot water needs throughout the year. These systems will be monitored by
UCL over 3 years to study the effects. The Warm Zones project will bring £590,000 into the borough
over two years and will contribute to reducing the boroughs C02 emissions, improve the condition of
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properties in the Roxeth ward and improve the quality of life for the residents, as well as educating them
on the benefits of renewable technology. On the previous HeatStreets scheme the average C02
reduction in the borough was 13.44% with an increase in SAP of 11.58%.

Empty Homes
Empty homes can have an adverse affect on the local neighbourhood. They can become a magnet for
nuisance and anti-social behaviour ranging from drug use, fly tipping, vandalism and arson; whilst
neglected and overgrown gardens affect neighbouring properties and frequently are sources of rodent
infestations. Reports have also shown that empty properties can affect the market values of
neighbouring properties.
By working to tackle these properties and bring them back into occupation, we are contributing towards
providing a safer living environment for local residents of the Borough, improving the local street scene
and reducing the pressures on the Councils resources. Where properties are refurbished using grant
assistance, nomination rights are secured enabling families in housing need to be provided with good
quality homes.

Case study 1: Weald Lane, Harrow Weald
This pair of semi detached properties were reported as being empty by local residents who were
concerned that they were now being squatted. They also complained that the back gardens were
overgrown and sightings of rats in the local area. It was apparent having liaised with the police that the
properties were also being used as a drugs den. Following co-ordinated action between Housing
Services and Environmental Health officers, the properties were secured and the gardens cleared by the
owners before any enforcement action was taken. The properties have subsequently been sold and the
new owners are in the process of refurbishing them with assistance from the Councils Empty Property
Grant. In return these properties will become homes for households in need who are currently on the
Councils housing register, while the properties no longer blight this street.

Case Study 2: Carlton Avenue, Kenton
This property in Carlton Avenue had been empty for 8 years. It had been subject to an arson attack,
which had affected its neighbouring property. in addition over the years of neglect, the property had
become a site for fly tipping and rodent infestations. Following protracted attempts to negotiate with the
owner to bring the property back into use or sell it privately, the Council instigated successful
Compulsory Purchase Order action. The property was subsequently sold at auction in November 2006
to a private investor who is in the process of refurbishing the property.
(Images of both case studies available)

Improving quality of life for vulnerable households
Cedars Hall
The Council currently use 2 hostel facilities to provide emergency accommodation to homeless
households to deliver its statutory housing obligations. One of these sites, Anmer Lodge, in Stanmore is
due to be decommissioned in February 2008.
We have carried out a detailed options appraisal of suitable sites to identify a suitable location to develop
a replacement facility.
We are working in partnership with Genesis Housing Group to develop a purpose built facility to provide
30 units of self contained accommodation as use as emergency accommodation.
This new facility will improve the quality of life which we are able to provide for these vulnerable
households. The current hostels provide occupants with access to only shared kitchen and bathroom
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facilities. The new development at Cedars Hall provide the 68 residents with self contained flats
enabling residents to benefit from privacy and from living in a purpose built dwelling. There will also be
opportunity for residents to receive support and welfare advice whilst they await their next move to more
settled accommodation. It is hoped that this new facility will be completed in 2008.

Cross tenure initiatives
The Vitality Profiles provide evidence that there are small pockets of multiple deprivation in some areas
of Harrow. The most deprived area in Harrow is the SOA of Rayners Lane. This included one of the
largest Council estates in Harrow featuring particularly poor examples of system built housing. This
neighbourhood was selected as an improvement area in 2000. Working closely with residents the estate
was transferred to the Home Group in 2002. A complete regeneration of the estate is now underway
including the demolition and rebuilding of most of the housing including some housing for sale, as well as
other initiatives aimed at improving the quality of life, particularly for young people, on the estate.
Another area characterised by multiple deprivation is the Mill Farm estate in Pinner. A review of the
options for this estate with residents commenced in April 2007 with the first stage due to complete in
summer. Cabinet will then be asked to approve a plan for achieving the Decent Homes standard on the
estate as well as other initiatives that will offer improvement in quality of life.
(Add bullets re desired outcomes and links to existing initiatives eg the construction training programme
already set up on Rayners Lane etc, also add in here any other estate improvement works eg the
various play area initiatives etc? Are there any other cross tenure area initiatives we can refer to?)
(Add bullets of key achievements including new housing, community centre plus activites, construction
training etc)

Supporting People Team
(cross ref vulnerable people)
Vision and Priorities Going Forward
Within the vision for Private Sector Housing Renewal of delivering services that make a positive
difference to individuals and communities, and to developing an inclusive and sustainable environment
to live and work in, the priorities for the Council are to work with the private sector to:
•

ensure that private housing in Harrow is safe, secure and free from risks to health;

•

improve substandard private sector dwellings, including houses in multiple occupation, through
advice to owners, landlords and the business community, enforcement and financial assistance and
working in partnership with voluntary and non-voluntary agencies such as Citizens Advice Bureau,
Age concern, Housing Advice, Housing Provision, and Homelessness charities such Shelter etc;

•

ensure the private sector stock is used effectively to minimise empty properties, under occupation
and overcrowding;
to improve energy efficiency within private sector dwellings, with particular priority for vulnerable
households on low incomes.

The key priorities for the Private Sector Housing Enforcement Team are:
•

to enforce the licensing regime for Houses in Multiple Occupation provided by the Housing Act 2004
(outcome indicators to be devised);

•

to enforce the provisions of the Housing Act 2004 in respect of housing conditions (outcome
indicators to be devised).
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Harrow Adapt and Repair Team (HART)
•

To ensure the effective targeting of Housing Renewal grants.

•

To ensure the efficient processing of Disabled Facilities Grants.

•

To provide a quality Home Improvement Agency service in line with Supporting People priorities.

•

Work with partners to continue to explore the effective use of alternative funding and procurement
sources for private sector renewal.

(outcome indicators to be devised for all).

Empty Homes
To reduce the number of long term empty properties in the borough, by using voluntary methods
and enforcement action where appropriate (outcome indicators to be devised).
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Increasing Housing Supply
Links to Corporate Priorities/2020 vision
Links to other local, national, regional, sub regional priorities
Vision
In accordance with local, sub-regional, regional and national policy our aim is to increase quality housing
opportunities for Harrow residents that contribute to mixed and balanced communities. Specifically we
seek to increase the range of affordable housing opportunities to meet the priority housing needs
identified from the recent Housing Needs survey and that contribute to sub regional and regional housing
targets.
Within the overall aim of increasing quality housing opportunities our key objectives are to:
•
•
•
•

Increase the supply of affordable family housing
Provide a range of affordable intermediate housing options
Continue promoting our Empty Property Strategy to ensure we make make best use of existing
housing resources
To use high quality design to increase densities and improve the long term sustainability of housing

Increasing the supply of affordable housing
Harrow is a built-up residential borough with large areas of green belt. This contributes to the limited
opportunities for new development, particularly large development sites at which the Affordable Housing
Policy thresholds apply. Housing and Planning Services work closely together with developers and RSLs
to maximise the contributions from planning policy and legal (S106) agreements.
The Harrow UDP was adopted in 2004 and in accordance with the London Plan. It encourages an
increased supply of housing by identifying suitable land and housing policies that support change of use
to residential. The Annual Monitoring Report (AMR)- December 2006 confirmed that the London Plan
annual housing supply target of 400 homes per annum had been exceeded in both 2004/5 and 2005/6.
The Affordable Housing policy requires an overall strategic target of 50% affordable housing from all
sources. Whilst a minimum 30% is to be provided on sites capable of being developed for 15 or more
units, the Council would normally expect up to 50% on qualifying sites. The affordable housing is to be
provided in the ratio 70% social rented housing to 30% intermediate. Affordable housing contributions
are calculated either by units or habitable rooms to encourage the provision of larger homes.
Levels of affordable housing negotiated through planning agreements have increased since 2004 (insert
table) In that time we have further modernised processes to ensure the corporate approach continues to
follow best practice principles:
•
•
•
•

Housing officers attend Planning Advice meetings to give advice on affordable housing
requirements and to support specific developments
Internal Project teams are established to progress large or complicated developments
Housing officers lead on the negotiation of the affordable housing including toolkit analysis to
assess financial viability and liaison with RSLs and Housing Corporation
Housing officers contribute to legal agreements to ensure long term objectives are met

We acknowledge that the AMR demonstrates that the affordable housing is below target. In 2005/6,
28.6% of total housing completions were affordable (i.e. 121 out of 423). This is partly because of the
relatively low number of larger sites above the 15 unit threshold to which the policy can be applied and
the high cost of land generally which makes it impossible for RSLs to compete on the open market to
acquire sites for 100% affordable housing. The LDF will consider further opportunities for tacking some
of these issues, such as a reduction in the policy threshold to 10 units.
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Our partner housing associations are key to realising our objective to increase the supply of affordable
family homes. Innovative partnerships have enabled the sale of Council land to realise corporate
objectives and provide affordable housing (case study Grant Road). The pipeline development
programme will deliver 71 large family homes over the next xxxx years.

Projected additional RSL stock over next 3 – 5 years

2007/08
Completions
RENT
Elmgrove,
Grove
Mepham

1 bed

2 bed

3 bed

3

11

TOTAL RENT

3

INTERMEDIATE
Elmgrove
Grove
TOTAL
INTERMEDIATE

4 bed+

Total

10
3
2

3

24
3
5

11

15

3

32

12

12
44

1

25
44

12

56

1

69

2008/09
Completions
RENT
Pinner Road
Biro

1 bed

2 bed

3 bed

2
17

23
23

2
11

27
51

TOTAL RENT

19

46

13

78

INTERMEDIATE
Pinner Road
Kenton Road

47
6

38
4

85
10

53

42

95

TOTAL
INTERMEDIATE

4 bed+

Total

2007/08 to 2016/17 annual target provision for affordable housing for Harrow is 200 units
(London Plan).
We continue to firmly support the principles of sub regional and regional partnerships to make the best of
opportunities regardless of borough boundaries. The West London Partnership works closely to ensure
fair and equitable access to all new homes funded through the NAHP whilst acknowledging the benefits
brought to the partnership by those boroughs with greater development opportunities. Harrow has been
able to maintain new development contributions at about the same level as our assessed need meaning
that we have had only limited nominations to out of borough properties to date.

Key Achievements
162 new affordable homes secured through planning policy permissions in 2005/6 against the HUDP
annual target of 165.
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34 new rented homes completed in 2005/6 and 112 in 2006/7.
10 large family homes (4 bed plus) completed in 2006/7 with 71 homes in the pipeline
Delivery of 121 new rented homes in Harrow for the West sub regional NAHP 2004-2006 against an
initial allocation of 90.

Provide a range of affordable intermediate housing options
We recognise that most people aspire to own their home but that high house prices in Harrow mean
there is a large group of people who can afford more than social rent but cannot afford open market
housing. (Add data from the HNA). Access to affordable intermediate housing options is vital to enable
young people and families, including key workers, to continue living and working in Harrow and deliver
mixed and balanced communities.
We have set a target that 30% of new affordable housing should be intermediate and affordable to
households with incomes in the range £17-48,000. We published a Key Worker Housing Strategy in
(20xx) together with an on-line Low Cost Home Ownership register (www.harrow.gov.uk/lcho). We work
closely with the Homebuy agent and other boroughs to ensure a one-stop shop approach to the
marketing of new intermediate housing opportunities.

Key Achievements
1580 households registered with the Low Cost Home Ownership Register. The majority (75%) are one
or two persons households. 71% have household incomes within the £17,000 to £48,000 target range,
with the average income within that range being £26,469.
165new intermediate homes completed 2004-07 – 64 x key worker intermediate rental studio flats, 54 x
1 bed and 47 x 2 bed shared ownership flats. A total of 91 of these new homes were sold to key
workers.
A further 69 intermediate homes are in the pipeline for completion in 2007/08 – 12 x 1 bed, 56 x 2 bed
and 1 x 3bed shared ownership flats

Continue promoting our Empty Property Strategy to ensure we make best use of existing
housing resources
Given the limited opportunities for new development to fully meet housing need in Harrow, we recognise
the importance of utilising our existing housing stock. We carried out a detailed survey of all registered
empty properties in the borough in 2006. This confirmed there were 1010 (1.4%) properties empty, over
680 of which had been vacant for more than 6 months. This information has enabled us to target our
resources effectively at those properties which have been empty for the longest period of time.
Owners of empty properties are offered a comprehensive range of options to enable these properties to
be brought back into use, including the provision of Empty Property grants, Housing Association leasing
schemes and direct lettings schemes. Where no voluntary arrangements can successfully bring a
property back into use, the Council will take appropriate enforcement action, such as Compulsory
Purchase Order, or Empty Dwelling Management Orders to ensure a property is brought back into use.
In addition to tackling the number of wasted vacant privately owned residential properties we have
actively promoted the conversion or reuse of vacant commercial premises for residential. In Wealdstone
this has resulted in X new homes in the town centre (Railway hotel, Poppy Court, Bannister House)
We are working with our sub regional partners on a temporary to permanent leasing scheme partly
funded through the SHI initiative. This will enable the purchase of existing properties that will initially be
let as temporary accommodation but convert to permanent social housing over a 15 year period.

Key Achievements
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Total units brought back into use 2002 – 2007

1975

Number of Empty Property Grants awarded (to long
term empty properties) 2004 - 2007

51

New units created through conversion schemes

127

Successful Compulsory Purchase Orders since
2002

2

Using high quality design to increase densities and improve long term sustainability
We recognise that in a developed borough like Harrow that better use of existing land is vital if we are to
increase housing supply. Increases in density in appropriate locations must be matched by high quality
design and regard to long term sustainability, and also to ensure compatibility with existing housing. On
the Rayners Lane estate the Council has led the way working with residents and the Home Group to
replace poor quality Council housing with high quality higher density mixed tenure housing as well as
vastly improved community facilities.
We have maintained a policy to ensure that 10% of all new housing is built to full wheelchair standard
and the rest to Lifetime Homes standards. This is set down in our Accessible Homes SPD, adopted in
April 2006.
Key achievements
•

(Table demonstrating increase in homes on the Rayners Lane estate, Strongbridge Close)

Wheelchair units against target 2005-2007

Scheme
Templar House
Poppy Court
Grant Road

Total no. of rental
units
6
8
44

No. of wheelchair
units
2
1
4

Size of units
2 x 2b4p (flats)
2b3p (flat)
1 x 3b4p (house)
3 x 3b5p (houses)

10% wheelchair
target
1
1
4
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Housing Strategy Priorities and Housing Objective Action Plan
2007/2008-2011/2012
Objective 1: Meeting the needs and aspirations of vulnerable people
Priority:
Priority Actions

Responsibility

Deliver the recommendations of
the Ops Housing review

Jane Fernley

Deliver the Supporting People
strategy
2005- 10 and the yearly Annual
Plans.
Set priorities for future Supported
Accommodation

Needs

Completion
date

Resources
(R=revenue)
(C= Capital)

Performance
indicators and Targets

Progress as at…..

2012

Nick Davies

2010

Jane Fernley
Alison Pegg
Nick Davies
Social Care
Commissioners

August 2007

Review the way in which Aids ,
Adaptations and Telecare are
delivered ?

Steve Nye
Nick Davies

Establishing Supporting People
Funded services into the LAA
Integrated services for OP with MI

Nick Davies
- LAA lead

NB. This Action plan is high level and is underpinned by the detail of the Supporting People Strategy 2005 –10 and the SP Annual Plan 2007 –08 as well as the
Older People’s Housing review action plan. These documents are included in the Appendices

Objective 2: Continue to tackle homelessness and high demand, whilst reducing temporary accommodation
Priority:
Priority Actions

Responsibility

Completion
date

Resources
(R=revenue)
(C= Capital)

Performance
indicators and Targets

Progress as at…..
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Work with RSL partners to achieve
discharge of homelessness duty
through qualifying offers
Implement Value Improvement
Project for West London single
homeless floating support to
promote tenancy sustainment.
Develop supported lodgings
schemes for homeless 16/17 year
olds

Housing Provision
Manager

2010

R
CLG grant

Housing Needs
Manager

On going

R

Housing Needs
Manager

On going

R

Objective 3: Improving neighbourhoods and quality of life
Priority:
Priority Actions

Responsibility

Completion
date

Resources
(R=revenue)
(C= Capital)

Performance
indicators and Targets

Progress as at…..

Completion
date

Resources
(R=revenue)
(C= Capital)

Performance
indicators and Targets

Progress as at…..

Objective 4 : Increasing housing supply
Priority:
Priority Actions

Responsibility
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Objective 5 : Make better use of resources to deliver quality services
Priority:
Priority Actions

Responsibility

Completion
date

Resources
(R=revenue)
(C= Capital)

Performance
indicators and Targets

Progress as at…..
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Monitoring Progress
The HIP strategy action plan will be the key documents by which delivering the housing strategy
objectives will be monitored and progress tracked. Information on progress will be reported to the
housing strategy officer group and XXX forums at regular meetings. Information on progress will also be
incorporated into performance indicator and periodic reports to the xxxxx. Progress on those elements
of the Action Plan relevant to other corporate strategies will be reported to those strategy meetings and
meetings involving service users on a regular basis.
Feedback from residents and stakeholders will be obtained through:
•
•
•
•

Consultative user groups associated with various corporate strategies
Resident survey as appropriate
Cabinet lead members, council and overview scrutiny
Etc

(terms of reference to Office group)
The Housing Strategy Officer group is chaired by the head of housing but has a cross departmental
representation to ensure a coordinated approach to planning of the strategy and its review. The group
has a responsibility for advancing the Housing Strategy objectives and monitoring progress. It is
supported by xxxxxxxx. The group includes not only the head of housing and service managers from
housing departments but so too corporate policy, adult social services, community safety ………list all
The Housing Strategy Officer group has identified a wide range of issues of concern where housing has
a contributed to make. These include……………………….. Using its wide ranging strategic expertise
the Housing Strategy Officer group has been able to formulate draft strategic objectives and priorities for
the housing strategy. This group has also been key in taking forward a number of cross-departmental
strategic issues…give an example and quote here
Diagram illustrating links with Housing Strategy officer group:

(Add to)

Homelessness
Forum

Housing
Strategy
Officer Group

Supporting People
Partnership board

CMT

Members
RSLs
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